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Our goal is to take  
small companies and 
help turn them into 
the next big thing; 
companies with 
amazing entrepreneurs 
who want to change  
the world.



The Dojo is a 12-week incubator 
programme, where we select 
up to 10 early-stage companies 
to help validate their business 
ideas.  We ensure they are 
providing a real-world solution, 
expand their network through 
world-class mentors and 
provide technical support to 
buildout their MVP on the BSV 
blockchain. At the end of the  
12-week intensive programme, 
we then showcase the Cohort 
to our investor community, with 
many of them benefiting from 
gaining ‘Gold-Dust’ SEIS shares. 



About

Buzzmint

Buzzmint provides a ‘white-label’ platform 
for Brands and premium content creators 
to create huge value from existing legacy 
content, new campaigns to ideate, create 
and deploy NTF & Token projects of real 
utility and purpose.

Charles Symons

Neil Ferguson

Co-founder & CEO

Co-founder & Design Director

Website:
buzzmint.io

Contact:
info@buzzmint.io

Founded:

Founding team:

2021

NFT & Tokens B2B2C



About

CosmosX

CosmosX, is a space-themed metaverse open world, 
allowing users to interact, earn rewards and participate 
in new projects together. They bring users, creators and 
investors together in a single platform. CosmosX will 
incentivise users to be part of the network and allow 
creators to build and sell 3D metaverse assets for use in 
the platform.  Advanced users can build and run their own 
AI and automation, facilitated by NFT ownership and smart 
contracts. CosmosX will also include a native token, 3D NFT 
marketplace, and multiple X-to-earn systems, to further 
encourage users to join the platform

Matthew Foster

Xiao Han

CEO

COO

Website:
cosmosx.io

Contact:
info@cosmosx.io

Founded:

Founding team:

2021

Metaverse B2C



About

Galatea &  
Pygmalion

G&P is an authentication platform for 
Fine Art, that uses Blockchain to create 
immutable certificates, containing 
metadata of an asset and links it to 
a database of provable ownership 
guaranteeing provenance for all time.

Baltazar Baechli

Carlos Baechli

Co-Founder, CEO

Co-Founder, CTO

Website:
galateaandpygmalion.com

Contact:
info@galateaandpygmalion.com

Founded:

Founding team:

2022

Fine Art B2B2C



About

Ninja Punk Girls

NPG is an NFT card game based on Top 
Trumps. Players choose a card to battle with 
and then determine their own stakes to play 
each game to win their opponents’ card! 
Gameplay is simple, quick and fun, and can 
be played solo or in teams and on mobile or 
online. To maintain the players interest, the 
game refreshes every six months, with new 
characters, weapons and accessories.

Richard Boase

Alexander Breadman

CEO

CTO

Website:

ninjapunkgirls.com
Contact:
richard@ninjapunkgirls.com

Founded:

Founding team:

2021

NFT B2C



About

+App

+App is an instant conferencing 
& messaging platform, that helps 
professionals monetise their time. It provides 
per-second billing for experts i.e., legal, 
counselling and influencers, who then 
receive instant pay-outs in real-time.

Laura Igwe Odii

Paul Igwe Odii

Founder & CEO

Co-founder & Head of Operations

Website:
plus-app.com

Contact:
customerservice@plus-app.com

Founded:

Founding team:

2022

VoIP B2BC



About

Sattva Meta

Sattva Meta provides validated reports for 
Corporates to verify their stated carbon 
emissions.  The system helps to identify 
areas to reduce carbon emissions and 
using blockchain technology, provides an 
immutable and verifiable system to fully 
trace all carbon offsetting.

Kevin Chinniah
Founder & CEO

Website:
sattvameta.com

Contact:
kevin@sattvameta.com

Founded:

Founding team:

2021

Software B2B



About

SESIRE

The social marketplace for adult entertainment 
with KYC compliance for all content providers. 
Built on the BSV blockchain, SESIRE empowers 
content creators to build brand, influence 
and manage their own content, providing a 
dashboard for them to be able to set their 
own rules for monetisation. Creators are paid 
instantaneously and can generate new revenues 
through growing their network via referrals.   

Sam Gibbon

Graham Fleming

CEO

COO

Website:
sesire.com

Contact:
hello@sesire.com

Founded:

Founding team:

2022

Media / Adult Entertainment B2B2C



About

Soundoshi

Soundoshi is metaverse infrastructure for 
the music industry.  It offers an innovative 
model of digital music NFTs and a paid-
streaming service, that artists consider to be 
much fairer, providing a more meaningful 
connection between artists and fans.

Michał Scisłowski

Łukasz Jęksa

Artur Polarny

Maciej Cieszyński

CEO

Product Director

COO

CTO

Website:
soundoshi.com

Contact:
welcome@soundoshi.com

Founded:

Founding team:

2021

Music Entertainment B2B2C
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